News this Week

- Appetite4Architecture Dinners! Talk about the how the home of your dreams can be affordable over dinner on February 21 at Raleigh's 18 Seaboard. Dine with noted local Modernist architects Kenneth Hobgood, Erin Sterling Lewis, and Brian Shawcroft in a small group setting with your imagination accompanying a delicious three-course meal. Details and registration here. Register early - the January 31 dinner with Randy Lanou, Frank Harmon, and Ellen Cassily is sold out. Coming up March 6: Vinny Petrarca and Phil Szostak.

- NCSU's Special Collections Research Center announces that the Lewis Clarke Collection is now online. Original materials are available to view at the NCSU DH Hill Reading Room with advance notice.

- The national AIA recently gave its 25-Year-Award to Frank Gehry for his 1978 house in Santa Monica.

Architecture Movie Series

Next in the Nowell’s Architecture Movie Series: Thursday, Feb 16, 730pm: God’s Architects, Galaxy Cinema, Cary. $9 at the door, current Mod Squad members free. Details here.

Coming up Mar 15: Philip Johnson: Diary of An Eccentric Architect
• New architect profile: Robby Johnston of Raleigh.
• Discover the latest entry in Pioneering Women in NC Architecture: Elizabeth Parks Booker Knight.

**TMH Improvements**

• How do you feel about the new TMH Newsletter format? Let us know by commenting on Facebook.
• Did you know an optional RSS feed of each week's TMH newsletter can be sent to your blog reader?
• More interviews with North Carolina's leading mid-century architects are coming soon, including Chapel Hill's Don Stewart and Charlotte's Murray Whisnant.

**Volunteer!**

• If you are love mid-century modern and are gifted with Google search skills, become an online research volunteer. More info
• If you love riding around taking photos, become a field scout for TMH in Charlotte, Greensboro, or Wilson. More info
• If you love art, we can use sponsorship volunteers to make contact with Triangle galleries. More info
• Help us find a photo of architect Joe Rivers, formerly of Durham.

**New on the Market**

1968 - The Charles B. and Kathryn P. Huestis House, 1803 Woodburn Road, Durham. Designed by Jon Condoret, built by R. C. Guthrie. 3900 sf. Only one owner and in great condition. For sale, $520,000.

**Newly Endangered**

1935 - The Gamble House, Durham. One of the area's first moderns. Visionary in its time, now foreclosed and left a real

---

**John Oxenfeld Interview**

Meet architect John Oxenfeld, formerly of Wilmington. He and partner Haywood Newkirk were the rock stars of 1960's coastal Modern in North Carolina.

**Harold Cooler Interview**

Meet architect Harold Cooler, who brought Modernist design to Davidson NC in the 1950's -- and also did many houses in Charlotte.

**Mayberry Modernism**
mess by the last owners. The appliances - gone. They even took some of the toilets! Details here under Endangered.